




Artisan specialty coffee roaster

Since 2012 we roast every coffee bean with love. 

We develop the best aromas of each coffee following sensorial characteristics of its 
own terroir. Accross the harvests, we select the best coffee beans grown by our 
coffee farmers partners. Traceability and transparency are the pillars of our long term 
relationships. 

We roast every Tuesday and we deliver every Thursday so that we do provide high 
quality and freshly roasted coffee beans to our professional clients. We also give our 
best recommendations for equipments and do professional baristas trainings. 
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 Esperanza cafe’s approach : 
direct sourcing and quality insurance

GREEN COFFEE

     We buy every lot of green coffee directly to our producers partners.

     We participate in a European co-importing initiative with 10 other artisan specialty 
coffee roasters.

     We constantly visit our producers partners’ communities in order to evaluate 
sensorial influances of soils’ composition, coffee plots’ locations, and coffee varietals. 
This expereience allow us to select the best coffee beans. 

     For each lot of coffee we buy, we first receive a pre-shipment sample that we cup 
and approve. When the coffee lands, we cup again the pre-shipment sample against the 
landed sample and we communicate our results to our producers partners.

     Roast profiles are set according to new arrivals’ sensorial characteristics and the 
preparation methods they will be roasted for.
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 Esperanza cafe’s approach : 
direct sourcing and quality insurance

COFFEE ROASTING
     Parameters are adjusted according to the environment’s conditions.
      
     Roasted coffees are immediately marked with the roasting date as well as lot number. 
     
     Roast profiles are adjusted to the preparation method the coffee is roasted for 
(espresso or slow coffee). For slow coffee roasted beans should rest for at least 48h 
after roasting. For espresso they should rest for 10 to 15 days before delivering 
to final clients. 
     
    Every roasted coffee batch is carefully analysed, and cupped according to the 
preparation method he is roasted for. 





 Esperanza cafe’s approach : 
direct sourcing and quality insurance

CUP
     We closely collaborate with our professional clients in order to ensure cup quality. 
The first step consists to select the coffee that will be brewed by our client according to 
a single origins’ tasting in optimal conditions of preparation. 

     Once the coffee is selected we visit our customers’ in order to ensure that the equip-
ment will be used in the best possible way in order to make an exceptional cup of coffee.

     We train our professional clients about grinders and coffee machines settings, and 
daily adjustments in order to make sure the cup will be consistent and extremely pleasant. 

     We also provide recommendation about coffee equipments.
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Our coffees...





Cooperative facts

Cooperative Permata Gayo
Coffee plots’ area 4500 hectares
Coffee plots elevation 1200 to 1600 m
Coffee cultivars 100% Arabica, Bourbon and Catimor 
Process wet hulled 
Harvest november to june 
Foundation of the coop 2006
Certification organic
Membership  3000 families, 55 villages

Cup profile
Sweet and deep coffee with a creamy body. Notes of fresh wood and leather, lingering 
aftertaste. Hints of red berries and delicate acidity.





Cooperative facts

Cooperative Shilicho 
Coffee plots’ area 1173 hectares
Coffee plots’ elevation 1880 m
Coffee cultivars 100% Arabica, Heirloom (original cultivar)
Process fully washed
Harvest september to december 
Foundation date 1968
Certification organic

Cup profile
Floral and fruity cup with notes of bergamote, and hints of orange. Light roast designed 
a very sweet and delicate slow coffee. High acidity and delicate body. Tea lovers will 
enjoy that cup!





Cooperative facts

Cooperative Taramesa
Members 2330 members
Coffee plots’ elevation 1800 m
Coffee cultivars 100% Arabica, Heirloom
Process sun-dried
Harvest november to december 
Foundation date 2002
Certification organic

Cup profile
Intense notes of red berries, extremely sweet, showing a creamy body and a delicate 
acidity. Very well balanced.





Cooperative facts

Cooperative Sopacdi 
Members 3600 families
Coffee plots’ elevation 1460 m to 2000 m
Coffee cultivars 100% Arabica, Bourbon 
Process fully washed
Récolte march to june 
Foundation date 2003
Certification organic

Cup profile
Notes of brown sugar, caramel and dried fruits. Delicate body and fresh acidity. Well 
balanced. 





Cooperative facts

Cooperative Fondo Paez 
Coffee plots area 500 hectares
Coffee plots’ elevation 1500 m to 2000 m  
Coffee cultivars Typica, Bourbon, Colombiana
Process fully washed 
Harvest may to july 
Foundation date 1992
Certification organic

Cup profile
Notes of stone fruits, showing a delicate acidity and a juicy body. This coffee is extremely 
sweet and fresh. 





Cooperative facts

Cooperative Aprolma 
Members 614 families
Coffee plots’ elevation 1200 m to 1700 m
Coffee cultivars Bourbon, Caturra and Catuai
Process fully washed
Harvest december to march 
Foundation date 2001
Certification organic by Bio latina

Cup profile
Notes of nougat, hazelnuts, and milk chocolate. This coffee is sweet and delicate.





Cooperative facts

Cooperative CenfroCafe 
Members 2000 families (84 communities)
Coffee plots’ elevation 1600 m to 1700 m
Coffee cultivars Caturra, Bourbon, Typica
Process washed
Harvest may to october 
Foundation date 1999
Certification organic 

Cup profile
Sweet and bright acidity green apple-like, delicate body, well balanced and complex. 
Very pleasant.





Seasonality...



Arabica specialty coffee is grown above 1200m into a 
tropical environment. Harvest seasons differs according 
to the coffee plots location compared to the equator. 

South of the equator, coffee cherries are harvested 
from May to September, and North of the equator 
coffee cherries are harvested from November to 
March.

We are following a seasonal principle in order to 
constantly work with fresh coffee beans. 



Our coffee’s seasons

Jan Feb Mar April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

Sumatra

Ethiopian      
shilicho

Ethiopian
natural

Congo

Colombia

Honduras

Peru
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The house-blends...





Arco Iris the Ethiopians blend
Recipe : 

70% Ethiopian, Sidama, washed, Shilicho Cooperative
30% Ethiopian, Sidama, natural, Teramesa Cooperative

Cup profile
A modern, complex and delicate coffee. Bright and floral acidity with notes of jasmine. 
Well balanced with hints of red berries, and a silky body.





Dolce Vita Italian Espresso
Recipe :

50% Honduras, Marcala, COMSA Cooperative (from july 
to december) or Peru, Cajamarca, CenfroCafe Cooperative 
( january to june)
40% Sumatra, Aceh, Permata Gayo Cooperative
10% Inde, Kerala, Robusta, Wyanad Organic Cooperative

Cup profile
This traditional espresso has a powerful body, with a well balanced bitterness. Notes 
of hazelnuts, tobacco, and dark chocolate. Creamy and extremely lingering aftertaste. 
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Brewing tips...



Grind : medium to fine.

Ratio: 14 to 18g of grounded coffee for 200 to 300 ml 
of water heated from 70°C to 90°C.

Original method: screw the portafilter with paper filter 
into the main cylindric part. Place it onto the cup (with 
filter at the bottom). Rince the paper filter with hot water 
(it will pre-heat the cup too). Load the grounded coffee 
into the cylindric part. Pour hot water onto coffee until it 
is saturated and let it degas for 30 seconds. Then gently 
pour the rest of the water until you fill up the cylindric 
part. Place the rubber part into the cylendric part and 
gently press to extract the coffee into your cup. The entire 
time for all the preparation should take up to 1:30mn. 

Cup profile: pleasant brewing, medium body, very 
aromatic.
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Fil
ter

 Br
ew

erBasic principles:

60g of grounded coffee for 1 liter of water.
Adjust the grind size for a brew time not too 
long and not too short.

Water : brewing temperature from 92°C to 96°C
Rinse the paper filter.
Pre-heat the jar.
During the saturation of coffee with water : 
« Blooming »



Grind: coarse.

Ratio: 60g of grounded coffee for 1 liter of water.

Method: load grounded coffee into the jar. 
Softly shake the jar to level the coffee. Saturate 
the coffee with water (two water dosis for 
one coffee dosis). When pouring water, do 
circle from the center. 
Let it degas for 30 seconds, then pour the 
rest of water and crust will show at the top. 
Break the crust with a spoon and gently mix. 
Let it brew for 4 minutes, then press the filter 
to the bottom (resistence should be light). 

Result: classic filter coffee, medium body and 
aromatic.
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Grind: coarse.

Ratio: 32 g of coffee for 500ml of water.

Method: put the filter onto the Chemex and rinse 
it with hot water. Put the grounded coffee into the 
filter and gently shake it to make it to level the 
coffee. Saturate the coffee by pouring water (two 
dosis of water for one dosis of coffee). Let it degas 
for 30 seconds, then pour the rest of the water 
without touching the edge of the Chemex. Make 
sure the brew is consistent (not too slow and not 
too fast). 
Remove the filter, gently shake the Chemex and 
enjoy ! 

Result: light body, very sweet and aromatic.
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Grind: medium.

Ratio: 18 g of coffee for 300ml of water.

Method: put the filter into the CLEVER and rinse 
it. Put the grounded coffee into the filter and 
gently shake it to make it to level the coffee. Saturate the 
coffee by pouring water (two dosis of water for 
one dosis of coffee). Let it degas for 30 seconds, 
then pour the rest of the water and let it brew 3 
minutes. 
Place the CLEVER onto a cup and let the coffee 
going into the cup. Enjoy ! 

Result: full body and powerful coffee.
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Grind: medium.

Ratio: 32 g of coffee for 500ml of water.

Method: put the filter onto the V60 and rinse it 
with hot water. Put the grounded coffee into the 
filter and gently shake it to make it to level the 
coffee. Saturate the coffee by pouring water (two 
dosis of water for one dosis of coffee). Let it degas 
for 30 seconds, then pour the rest of the water 
without touching the edge of the V60. Make sure 
the brew is consistent (not too slow and not too 
fast). 
Remove the filter, gently shake the jar and enjoy ! 

Result: silky body, very aromatic.
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Grind: medium to fine.

Ratio: 18 g of coffee for 500ml of water.

Method: pour water into the bottom part and 
heat it with a flame. Place the upper part with the 
filter well fixed and grounded coffee into it. 

The water is going from the bottom part to the 
upper part: make sure the coffee is entirely saturated. 
If needed you can stirr with a wooden stick. 

Remove the flame and the brew is going back 
down into the bottom part. Remove the upper 
part, stirr and serve

Result: plesant on a visual stand point. Double 
brew gives a very creamy body to the coffee. 
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Espresso is science. This is why we support our 
professional client who want to learn how to make 
an outstanding shot. 

The SCA recommendation that we align with are 
the following ones: 

- 16 to 22 grams of grounded coffee
- Prefer extracting 2 shots at a time
- Fine and precise grind tamped in a flat way
- Filter water from 92 to 96°C
- From 9 to 12 bars pressure
- From 25 to 35 seconds of extraction
- 30 ml per shot or a ration of 1:2

Tips: The grind size is the biggest variable. Control 
it, think about purging your grinder, and always 
maintain the same weight of grounded coffee to 
appreciate the differences. Think of taking care of 
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your equipment, any left over of coffee from the 
previous shot will impact the sensory perspective 
of the following one. 

The most important is the taste. 
Play with the variables to make it your taste. 
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